Mica Insulated BARREL BANDS

Top-Quality Bands to Fit Your Specifications

Stop overpaying the press makers for barrel bands.

Specializing in foreign-press bands.

You can’t do better than to call MOLDERS CHOICE
• Top Quality
• Good Pricing
• Good Availability – Popular sizes in stock. Anything else in 24 hours.

• One-Piece, Two-Piece or Hinged Two-Piece
• Strap or Flange Lockup
• Thermocouple Holes Located per Your Specification
• Post Terminal or Hard Wired Leads (Flexible, Sleeve, Armored, Plug-Terminated, etc. specify length of leads)

To order, call us or fill out our Special Order Heater Band and Thermocouple order sheet found on page 61 of this catalog.